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Review
Although progress has been made in the global fight against

It is important to mention that there are no specific exclusions

HIV/AIDS, the epidemic continues in the United States (U.S.)

provided in the FDA label expansion for HIV-positive

and international community [1]. Nearly 37 million people

patients. Physicians can prescribe off label at their discretion.

worldwide are living with HIV, and 9.4 million of those

However, PLWH have been historically excluded from

infected are not aware of their HIV status. Globally, AIDS-

participating in clinical trials of new cancer treatments

related deaths dropped by 45 percent since their peak in 2004.

because of safety concerns regarding drug interactions. This

Yet the rate of HIV transmission remains unacceptably high,

may significantly delay PLWH from accessing potentially life-

with 1.8 million new infections occurring worldwide in 2017

saving cancer therapies. This issue is especially relevant in the

alone equating to about 5,000 new infections per day [2].

case of immunotherapy, a new and promising type of cancer
therapy. For instance, clinical trials of a new category of

In the U.S., there are 1.2 million people living with HIV
(PLWH), and in 2017, approximately 7,760 of these
individuals were diagnosed with cancer. This indicates PLWH
are 50% more likely to be diagnosed with cancer than the

immunotherapies called immune checkpoint inhibitor (ICI)
therapy have historically excluded patients with HIV infection
and therefore, the safety and efficacy profile of ICIs is
unknown in this underrepresented population.

general population [3]. In fact, cancer is now reported as the
leading cause of death among people with HIV [4]. Despite

Certain immunotherapies are approved to treat cancers that

the higher cancer incidence rate in the HIV-positive

HIV-positive individuals are at increased risk of developing

population, research has shown that PLWH who have cancer

such as non-small cell lung cancer, but studies to determine

are significantly less likely to be treated for cancer [5].

whether these treatments are safe or effective for PLWH have
not yet provided definitive results. Notably, a recent study
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published in JAMA Oncology in 2019 showed that ICI

interpret and apply the results of cancer clinical trials to the

therapy appears to be safe and efficacious in HIV-infected

HIV infected population [10]. A national survey of medical

individuals with advanced-stage cancer [6].

and radiation oncologists showed cancer care providers were
less likely to offer cancer treatment to HIV-infected patients if

The types of cancers have increased in the HIV-infected
population. With the availability of highly active antiretroviral
therapy (HAART), PLWH can now expect to live as long as
those who are not HIV-infected, and the HIV population is
also developing cancers that are common in older age groups.
Longer life expectancy is already evident: by 2016, 5.8 million

they have concerns about toxicity and efficacy of cancer
therapy and are more likely to offer treatment if they are
comfortable discussing adverse effects and prognosis. Most
respondents felt currently existing cancer management
guidelines were insufficient for management of HIV-infected
patients [11].

PLWH worldwide were over the age of 50 [7], and in the U.S.,
nearly half of people with diagnosed HIV were also age 50 or

Despite these challenges, people with HIV should not be

older [8]. This is a welcome development, but aging with HIV

excluded from receiving cancer therapies. For many years, the

also brings another set of issues to the table. Some are

National Cancer Institute (NCI) has recommended people with

common to those faced with managing any chronic condition

HIV not be arbitrarily excluded from cancer clinical trials, and

or late-in-life illness such as cardiovascular disease, lung

NCI has enrolled PLWH in immunotherapy trials. One NCI-

disease, HIV-associated neurocognitive disorders, and liver

sponsored trial conducted by its HIV and AIDS Malignancy

disease (including hepatitis B and hepatitis C), which present a

Branch and the Cancer Immunotherapy Trials Network

growing challenge to the health and human services system

(CITN), is testing the immunotherapy drug pembrolizumab

across all sectors, and at all levels [9].

specifically in people with advanced cancer who are HIVpositive. Interim results showed pembrolizumab had an

HIV positive patients face many challenges for participation in
cancer therapy clinical trials. For instance, the CD4 count has
been an important parameter used by physicians to decide
whether to start their patients on HAART. This is also a

acceptable safety profile for HIV-positive patients, and there
were no negative interactions between pembrolizumab and
HAART [12]. These results appear to support inclusion of
HIV-positive people in immunotherapy clinical trials.

critical factor in HIV management and in guiding clinical
treatment. Nevertheless, there is significant intraindividual

The NCI has specific guidelines regarding inclusion of HIV

variability in CD4 count measurement in even healthy adult

positive individuals on clinical trials. The guidelines clearly

subjects. Several factors contribute to this variability such as

state that exclusion of HIV-positive individuals from a trial

infection, medications, or other chronic conditions. In the

must be based on compelling scientific grounds that show that

same vein, immunotherapies may be less safe or efficacious in

exclusion is necessary for the conduct of the research, or that

the HIV-infected population which is immune compromised

the individual does not meet essential eligibility requirements

and especially an issue for people whose HIV infection is

of the trial. Such grounds for exclusion must be reflected in

poorly controlled. In addition, medicines used to treat HIV

the clinical trials eligibility criteria which may include

infection (HAART) may interact with certain cancer drugs.

laboratory, animal, or clinical evidence suggesting that a

This could lead to more side effects or less efficacy of cancer

treatment may be associated with increased adverse effects for

therapies in HIV-positive individuals than in HIV-negative

individuals with immune deficiencies, or if HIV-associated

individuals. These complications can also make it difficult to

symptoms may preclude accurate assessment of toxicity or
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response to the treatment [13]. In February 2018, the National

to

representative

Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) released new

underrepresentation of HIV infected patients in cancer clinical

clinical practice guidelines on cancer care for PLWH. The

trials enhances care coordination between oncologists and

guidelines emphasize that most PLWH who develop cancer

HIV specialists and may reduce cancer treatment disparities

should be offered the same cancer therapies as HIV-negative

for

individuals, and modifications to cancer treatment should not

pharmaceutical companies will have evidence to expand

be made solely on the basis of HIV status [14].

subscribing labels to include/exclude the HIV population.

The changing epidemiology of cancer in HIV poses challenges
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